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A THEORY FOR STABILITY AND BUZZ PULSATION AMPLITUDE IN RAM JETS AND AN
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION INCLUDING SCALE EFFECTS ‘

By ROBEETL. TEIMPI

SUMMARY

A t.lwory bared on W“-one-dimemimud jlow ha been
developedfor determini~ factors aflecting d.ahk @o thTowg?L
ram jet8 with supersonic di$mwrs. Nuble flow for w.ch ram
jetll i8 Sh0W7Lti d8pHldUpOnl%?i?W!Un-?U71G0WWI-k% Of7M88
flow and total premure recovery of the &upersonic di$wwr
and immedti n~”ghbom”ngwbsonic di~kwr. ConditiIXWjor
stableand un-stablefiw are comidered. The theoqi is fownd to
be in agreement wdh the experimental data of iVACA TN
9606 and NACA RM L60K30. This theory indicut.a that
the model assumed in the rewnator analysis of iVACA TN
9606 muy be mnsidered a rough approximation to the actual
phenomena when appliedfor purpo8e-sof obtuining the genend
trends and orders of magnitwd.eof frequency and amplitu& of
oscillation provided thutthe wave length of the highatfrequenq
component of the 08ah be much larger thun th length
oj the ram jet. The resonator analysis G not applicable to a
determination of thz initial i~kzbility of the inlet without
combustion and 8huu.ldnot be so applied to obtain such
stability criteria.

A simple theoryfor predicting the approximate amplitd of
small pressure PuL%ationin tmrw of mass-flow d.arementfrom
minimum+table nuwsflow wax developed and found to agree
with expenkmtul dda.

Cold-$ow testi ai a Mach number of 1.94 of ram+zt modek
hurnngscale factors of 3.16:1 and Rqnw.kik number ratws of
4.76:1 with 8everd supersonic difmwr conJigw’ation8showed
only d nanlztiom in perfornumce between geometricdy
similar models. The predmn@ti variution in 8tuzdy-#5w

performmux resul%i from the larger boundury layer in the
cambu.stion chumber of the low Reynolds number nwti.
The conditions at which buzz originated we nearly the same
for & 8ame supersonic di~wm- (cowling-position angle)
conjigurationx in both lurge- and smalldiameta models.
There waa no appreciable vuriuiion in stubility limits of any
of the modek when the combwtion-chambm length was in-
creased by a factor of three. The W18teady--w perfolmunce
and w.we pat$wna were &o simikr when cmwidered on a
reduced+qwmy bti determinedfrom the relative length of
the model, The negli@ble e$ect of Reynolak number on stab-
ility of the off-design conwaiimw was not anticipated in
view of h importunes of boundury luyer to stubiliiy, and thti
result should not be cawtrued to be generally applicable.

INTRODUCTION

The buzzing, or oscillation, of the shock codguration at
the inlet of supersonic MFusere has been the subject of many
investigations since 1944 when Oswatitsch (ref. 1) lirst
encountered the phenomenon in sxisymmetric inlets with
central bodies. Recent research has shown that buzzing
is not limited to axis~etric conical center-body inlets
but is also associated with scoop-type inlets and perforated
convergentdivergent diffusers (ref. 2).

The operation of ram jets at offdesign conditions due to
fight speeds less than the design speed or due to various fuel-
air ratios, as well as maneuvering at design speed, results in
operation at reduced valuea of mass flow; in other words,
the area of the stream tube swallowed by the inlet is smaller
than the cross-sectional area of the inlet. In order ta obtain
this reduced maas flow there must be a change in the shock
pattern of the inlet. In the axisymmetric center-body-type
inlet any reduction in mass flow over that accomplished by
the deflection of the stream lines across the conical shock
can be obtained only as a remit of the motion of the second
or so-called “normal shock,” which is usually at or to the
rear of the cowling entrance at design Mach number. This
shock moves forward to effect mass-flow spillage in the sub-
sonic region existing just behind it. The mass-flow reduction
in the various other types of inlet is also mainly dependent
on the normal shock. Buzzing occurs when the flow pattern
becomes unstable at the position to which the normal shock
is forced to move in order to satisfy the particular mass-flow
requirements of the ram jet.

The performance of a di%user is reduced by instabili~
(ref. 3) and in addition the resulting pressure fluctuations
can produce serious combustion and structural problems
depending on the oscillation amplitude. Consequently,
it is essential for eficient operation that the buzzing be either
eliminated, avoided, or its amplitude controlled at a small
value.

Various criteria for determiningg the cause of instability
have previously been reported. Reference 4 expounds the
effects of a vortex+heet induced separation as one cause,
whereas reference 5 and others have shown separation on
the central body to be another contributing factor in absence
of combustion instability or rough burning. In addition
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to the aforementioned theories based on fundamental aero-
dynamic phenomena, a moditied Hehnholtz resonator con-
cept (ref. 6) has been proposed to predict the onset of
instability w a function of the slope of the mean pres.sure-
recovery mass-flow curve.

In an investigation made at the Marquardt Aircraft Co.
in 1951, W. J. Orlin and L. C. Dunworth proposed a sta-
bility criterion, based only on the steady flow ahead of the
cowling, in which a zero slope of the curve of eroding static
pressure against mass flow predicts the start of buzz. Ex-
perimental results, however, have shown that the flow to
the rear of the inlet lip can intluence stability.

The mechanism for the continuation of the cold-flow-
buzzing cycle, once it has been initiated, was investigated in
reference 5 and the various traveling waves moving up and
down the ram jet were theoretically computed on a quasi-
one-dimensional basis and found to agree closely with
experimental results. However, an experimental value of
the strength of the initial wave had to be used as a starting
point for the computations.

Since predictions of the buzzing phenomena by any of
the methods described have not been infallible, the only
recourse in determiningg the behavior of a particular ram
jet has been to actually ttwt the configuration. The testing
of full-sede units is both diilicult and costly so that the
obvious SOIUtion is the testing of smalkcde models, provided
that the model behavior em be properly correlated with the
actual ram jet for both steady and unsteady flow.

A possible method for predicting the amplitude of the
pressure oscillations, based on a further modification of the
Helmholtz resonator concept previously mentioned, was
proposed in reference 7. Again an experimental point was
used to get a basis from which to make further involved
comput rttions. Furthermore, the procedure required to
obtain the amplitude by this method is quite involved and
lengthy so that it would be advantageous to have a simple
short method for amplitude prediction.

A theoretical and experimental investigation w-as con-
ducted at Langley to gain further information regarding
the cold-flow-stability limits for buzzing and regarding
model scale effects in steady and time-dependent flow.
In addition, a simple approximate theory for predicting
pulsation amplitude was derived on a linearized one-dimen-
sional acoustical basis.

SYMBOLS

a local speed of sound
aa perturbation to 10WLIspeed of sound

f,9 functiomd solutions to wave equation
m mass flow through model
mb mass flow through model at start of buzz
ma mass flow at iniinity through a stream tube of

diameter equal to coding-lip diameter
n integer denoting number of wave traversals in

each oscillation cycle (equivalent to quotient
of oscillation wave length divided by twice
ram-jet length)

P pressure
Ap,6p perturbations to pressure
r radial distance measured from axis

Tf

f’f
r~

f-j

t

w
x
C,, CL,C,,C,
D
F,Q
L
M
u
AU,tii7
v
Vm

a
7’
E
P
Ap,8p
P
T
u
‘#J
6$5

maximum internal radius of model
radius of outer rake tube
radius of center-body surface
radius of cowling inner surface
time
turbulence velocity
axial distance measured from cowling lip
constants defined in equations
nominal (maximum internal) diameter of moclols
functional solutions to wave equation
length of model
Mach number
fluid speed in ram jet
perturbations to fluid speed in ram jet
fluid speed in free strearh
maximum fluid speed if fluid is expanded to zero

pressure
angle of attack, deg
ratio of speciiic heats, assumed equal to 1.4o
axial coordinate in moving wave system
density
perturbations to density
viscosity
period of oscillation
frequency of oscillation
velocity potential
perturbation to potential

Subscripts indicate following states unless otherwkm noted:

b start of buzz
t local stagnation conditions
w free stream
mm mtium value during cycle
min minimum value during cycle

THEORY FOR APPROXIMATE PRESSURE AMPLITUDE
OF BUZZ

A low-amplitude buzzing, while not beneficial to the per-
formance of a propulsion unit, might under certain circum-
stances (such as a particular off-design operation encountered
only for short-time periods) be less undesirable thrm the per-
formance penalty required to avoid buzzing complotoly, It
would then be advantageous to be able to predict the ~mpli-
tude of buzzing as a function of mass flow. Reference 7
pr~ents one method, based on resonator principles, which is
quite lengthy and tedious and also yields a constant ampli-
tude throughout the combustion chamber in contrast to
experimental data which show varying amplitude. Conse-
quently a simple linear theory has been derived to permit
facile computations of the relation of pressure amplitude at
various positions in the ram jet to mass flow.

A linearized equation of motion for small disturbances
superimposed on a one-dimensional isentropic steady flow
may be obtained by neglecting products of perturbations, of
the derivatives of perturbations, of the perturbations and
derivative of perturbations, and so forth, in respect to tho
fit poN w of said perturbations. Let the steady flow be
defined lJy che p-etera U, p, p, and a. Then the unsteady
flow is detl.ned by U+~U(z,t), p+&p(z,t), p+~p(z,t), and
a+&z(@. For the above conditions and restrictions the
equations of continuity and momentum become (whm
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subscripts denote partial differentiation)

C$pl+uC$pz+ptiu==o (1)

1 @ ~p=$u’+u w==-— — (2)
p dp

Differentiating equation (1) with respect to z and equation
(2) with respect to time gives

6pz’+u f3p=+pKJ==o (3)

1 dp
Ju’,+u w.,= —; & 6P., (4)

Combining equations (3) and (4) results in the following
equ ntion:

: g ~ 13p=i-pau=]= w,’+u NJz, (5)

Di5erentiating equation (2) with respect to z gives

1 dpKJ=’+u w==-—– ~p= (6)
/2dp

Substituting equation (6) in equation (5) and rearranging,
dp

“elds the following ditTerential equations:
‘Shg a>‘Z/l’ y

–u Lw=,–v 6U=+$ 6U==3U’,+U 677=, m

Wlt=(a2-W)W=-2U 8Uzg (8)

It may be verified by substitution that solutions of equa-
tion (8) me to be found in the form

W=j [z–(U+a)t]+g[z-(77-a)t] (9)

Tho fiat term represents a wave moving with a velocity
of U+a and the second, awawe tiavelingwith a velocity U—a.

These solutions are to be expected since if a potential
+= Uz+ &#Jexists, where 6U=&L, equation (8) becomes,
after partial integration with respect to z,

&#w=(az-W)&#=— W &#z~ (lo)

Equation (10) could also have been obtained from the simple

wavo equation, #u=~ d~~, for a disturbance in a fluid at

rest by a transformation of coordinates to account for the
fluid motion. Solutions of the wave equation are lmown to
be of the form bU=f(@zt) +g($+a$), and replatig / by
z— Ut yields equations (9) and (10).

Substitution of equation (9) in equation (2) and integrating
with respect to z yields the perturbation density

3pJ [z–(u+a)t]-g[cc–(u-a)t]—— (11)
P a

Applying the isentiopic relationships to determine the
other perturbations yields

@_76p_Yj[z’-(U+ a)t]-g[z–(U-a)t]—— ——
PP

(12)
a

~’Y-l 13P ‘Y-1 j[z–(u+a)t]-g[z-(u-a)t]——
a 27—2 a

(13)

Equations (9), (11), (12), and (13) are the general equa-
tions applicable to a one-dimensional steady flow with
unsteady perturbations.

If these equations are to be applied to the ram jet, con-
sidered as a constant area duct with a constriction at the
exit, the proper boundary condition at the exit must be
considered. In reference 5 it was shown that consist ont
with the assumption of a choked nozzle was the-assumption
of constant Mach number at the end of the duct for a given
nozzle area.

NTOW,for M= Constant=~=”*u at the exit,

~w_u_u+w u—=_
a (

l+p+. . .
)

(14)
a+6a a

Therefore, at z=L,

W ~a—=.
Ua

f~9_7–1 f–g
()

——
2a

(15)

Equation (15) relating the strengths of the downstream
and upstream waves at the exit is similar to equation (6)
of reference 5 which gives the value of these waves for the
exact characteristic solution.

Closed solutions satisfying equations (9) and (15) may be
found in harmonic form. Since the sine wave form often
occurs in buzzing, a simple expression for that type of wave
is shown in the following equation, where Cl is as yet an
undetermined constant dependent on the amplitude and ~
is the frequency of the oscillation:

{‘h (12%[(M+l)z+(l –lM~at–L]
}

(16)

NTote that the boundary condition for z/kl, equation
(15), is identically satidied for all times. Furthermore, if
each cycle requirw n waves to traverse the ram jet in both
directions during a period r, then

1 ( )
~+~ =‘=’=n U+a a–U a(l-iW’)co

and

(17-)
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From equation (17), where the tit term on the rigkhanc
aide represents f and the second represents g, and equntion$
(11) and (12), one finds the relationship between the per
turbation amplitudes of pressure and density:

(18;

Corresponding equations, though not in such simple form,
may be found for any desired shape of a prwure-time
curve by approximating the curve by straight-line segments
for which the equations are linear in time.

The problem of deter mining the pressure perturbation at
any time and at any value of z is then reduced to a determi-
nation of the constant C,. An approximation to this value
for small amplitudes may be obtained in the following man-
ner where perturbations are applied to the average mass
flow which varies slightly horn the incipient mass flow (at
start of buzz). Tim*averaged quantities are denoted by a
bar and the following identities are employed:

%i=Average mass flow=;

(19)

D (20)

(21)

(21a)

The assumption is then introduced that at the midpoint of
the ram jet the maximum variations (amplitude) in pressure
and velocity are equal to the difference between the incipient
values and the average valuea, that is, at z/L= X

(22)

Some justification for the pressure approximation has been
found in experiments at both the Lewis and Langley Labora-
tories of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
For example, figure 1 is a typical record obtained during the
experiments of this investigation prwented subsequently
herein. Thcae data show the peak pressure obtained at gage
3 (z/L=o.6) to be approximately the incipient value for
buzzing near the midpoint of the ram jet for small ampli-
tudes in cold flow. Similar results have been reported from
an investigation made in 1949 by James F. Connors and
Albert H. Schroeder at the NACA Lewis Laboratory. When
combustion is present, reference 3 and the aforementioned
work of Connors and Schroeder show that the peak prwures

A—. .
001WC

FIGURE l.—Typical pressure record of start of buzz for oonfigumtion
1.27S-14.91-44.2°. Time is increasing to right and pressure is
posftfve upward.

are slightly below the cold-flow incipient value until a buzz
giving optimum average static pressure (highest manometor
pressure noted during buzzing) is reached, at which point
the average pressure is equal to the optimum static pressure
in cold flow (incipient pressure) less the amplitude of pressure
pulsation.

ATOdata are available for substantiation of the correspondi-
ng velocity aswmption. However, it would seem logical to
apply similar bound~ conditions at the same point. Also,
since at the midpoint of the ram jet the values of the velocity
and pressure perturbation amplitude are between the maxi-
mum and minimum values existing at the mtremitiea of the
ducting, thiY midpoint would further appear to be the desir-
able place to evaluate amplitudes.

This assumption relating amplitude to average and in-
cipient values will apply only for small values of the oscih-
tion and even then it is only an approximation in somo
cases. However, since it will give an easy method of do-
termining the approximate pressure amplitudes, its use is
justifiable providing the limits imposed are considered in
analyzing remdts obtained. The weighted mms-floiv values
of UIJ and ab should be used in the computations where
boundary-layer effects cause a nonuniformity in pnramoters
across the channel.

Thus, the following approximation is determined:

In general, if f and g are replaced by CIF and CI(7 whoro
F and Q are representative only of the form of the waves of
unit amplitude, then equations (9), (12), and (24) become:

W= C,(F+ Q) (25)

(26)
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Equations (26) and (27a) p&nit the determination of the
pressure-time variation for any given value of z/L, Mb, and

~ for CLparticular form F and G. In addition, an wqmwion

may be obtained by mmimizhq~ equation (26):

Total X =

()

_, _ _Pmaz-%in
amplitude L mb Pb

for the total amplitude for any given value of x/L and Zi/m, I (2s)

In particular for the sine wave oscillation previously mentioned, the closed form of the equation for total amplitude
of pressure pulsation becomes

(29)

The mtwhizin g values of 2m~ for equation (29) are expressed in equation (30). The upper signs in equation (30) apply to

the first brace and first term in the second brace in equation (29) and the lower signs in equation (30) apply to the second
term in the second brace in equation (29):

‘Y—1
~ Ihfb+ 1.

7—1 [ 1[ 1
COS (Mb—1) ; :+: +cos (Mb+l) ~L—:

tan~=~ub-’ (30)-T ~ fkfb+l

[ 1[ 1
Sin (Mb—l) ~L+: % sin (Mb+l) ~L—:

~~ Mb-l

The determination of the constant C, and the amplitudes
is slightly more lengthy for waves not expressed in simple
C1OSCCIform (for any time and z/L) such x triangular pulses,
and so forth. In these cases it may be necessary to plot the

a 6p
~and ——curves of ~, 701p against time at x/L=% and at any

other desired values of x/L to determine the value of the

constant Cl and the masimum value of the term ~ $

However, computations have shown that the maxir&’&l
values of the sum and difference of F and G for the same wave
fO~ vary OdY slightly tith Mb if Mb<<l. (kISeC@311i&,
if the amplitude is to be determined for several adjacent
values of Mb the values of IF+ q= need be computed for
ody one vnlue of Mb. Then the total amplitude can be
obtained from equation (28) employing these same values of
IF+ ~lw but varying Mb in the denominator.

I?or a given frequency and wave form the theory predicts:

(1) a linear increase in pressure amplitude with decrease in
maw flow from the incipient value; (2) as n increases with
remdtant lower frequency for a given mass flow, the ampli-
tude will increase; and (3) higher values of Mb result in larger
amplitudes at the same value of n and maw-flow reduction.

APPARATUS

Tests of models of two different diameters were conducted
in one of the blowdown jets of the Langley Gas Dynamim
Branch which uses low humidity air from large pressure
tanks. The models were tested at a Mach number of
1.94 +0.02 in a jet 5 inches high sad 6 inches wide. The test
Reynolds number based on cowling-inlet-diameter was 5.7x
108 for the larger model. The majority of the testing for the
small model was done at a Reynolds number of 1.2x 10°.
(Thus a Reynolds number ratio of 4.75:1 was obtained.)
The test-section side walls extended past the end of the nozzle
blocks so that the region in which the inlet was located was
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open to the atmosphere on top and bottom vrhile bounded
laterally by the tunnel side walls. The tesi%ection prmsure
was adjusted to approtiately atmospheric pressure for
tests of the large model to minimize distnrbamces near the
cowling which was located forward of the Mach lines originat-
ing at the ends of the nozzle block. For the small model tho
pressure was generally below atmospheric in order to lower
the Reynolds number further but the flow near the cowling
was undisturbed since the shocks horn the end of the nozzle
intemected the model well behind the coding.

In the absence of the models, the turbulence level for
pressure in the test section was measured by a sting-mounted
inductance gage and found to be negligible for the lower
test pressures used for the small model. However, the
pressure fluctuations reached an amplitude of about 1.6
percent of the test-section pressure for the higher pressure
runs.

Owing to misalinement of the model in the tunnel, tests of
the large model were made at a positive angle of attack of
0.5°. Consequently, the majority of the small model tests
were conducted at this angle of attack, and, in addition, a
few pertinent runs were made at angles of attack of 0°
and –0.5°.

Two intersecting piano wires were affked to the outside of
the tunnel windows to provide reference lines. The horizontal
wire was alined nearly parallel to the center-line flow whereas
the vertical wire formed an angle of approfiately 89°45’
with the horizontal wire in the upper left quadrant.

The models which were constructed to be as geometrically
similar as possible are shown schematically in figure 2 where
dimensions are presented in terms of nominal combustion-
clwnber diameters. The diameter for the large model was
4.026 inches (the internal dimensions of 4-inch standard
pipe) and for the small model was 1.278 inches (interred
dimension of M-inch mtra-strong pipe), which gives a scala
factor of 3.15 for the two models.

Loqe modet, D=4.026”

The models will be denoted by three nurnbem. Tho first
number gives the nominal diameter, the second the length-
diameter ratio, and the third the cowling-position parameter
(angle between ray from apex of cone to cowling lip nncl cwtis
of ram jet). Thus, model 4.026–14.91-44.2° would hove a
nominal diameter of 4.026 inches, a lewth-diameter rwtio of
14.91, and a cowling-position angle of 44.2°. Omission of
any of the numbers will cause no ambiguity since the cli-
ameters are 4.026 and 1.278, the length ratios 14.91 and
29.82, and cowling angles are between 40° and 48°. The
models are closely similar in overall internal shmpe and in
dernal shape in the region rearward as far as 3 diametera
from the inlet. In order to use the same plug volvo and
exhaust system, a transition section was used at the reor of
the small model (see fig. 2).

The removable center body was supported by three faimd
struts 120° apart and provision was made for varying tho
center-body position in an axial direction by the inswtion of
spacers between the center body and its strut support, Tho
spacers required to give cowling-position angles of 48.10,
44.2°, and 40.1° with tolerances of + 0.05° were determined
by micrometer measurements. The critical shock angle for u
25° cone at a lhlach number of 1.94 is 43°30’. The orclinatm,
obtained by micrometer and surface table measurements, of
the cowlings and center bodies are given in table I. Tho
large center body had a conical half-angle of 25.1° nncl the
small body, a conical half-angle of 25.2°. Fabrication limi-

tations of the small model, rather than aerodynamic consicl-
erations, dictated the internal cowling design and required an
external lip angle of the cowling surface greater than tlm cle-
tachment angle for a lMach number of 1.94. The internal
surface at the lip was chosen to be approtiat ely parallel to
the flow after the conical shock. Furthermore, the cowlings
were not sharp-edged but had flats perpendicular to the
model ti of about 0.01 inch and 0.001 inch, respectively, for

muo’”

—

Idardaneoas pswe pkkup
1,

Iacolicm - chrnetm ftwn ccwling
I I

Goge slut nmdel Lcmg mdel

I 234 234

2 4.10 410

3 8.98 23.90 .—

4 1249 27.4 I

SmOll

Fmwm 2.-Schematic diagram of modele t=ted. Small model is eimilar to large model except for transition section at plug valve.
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TABLE I.—ORDINATES OF MODELS

‘hfd10@h, I/D

I
RadU of 4.MUW#Edhrehr

I

ILedif of l~d@-dfameter

c-”-wnlri

InnerCewlfng

‘t#”i

-$3005

:ti
.Ua
.@
.10
.11
.12
.13
.14
,16
.16
.ls
.Z1

:H
.40
MJ

LW

M

M
3.44
3.f)l
3,M
3.e5
3.&2
4.al
4m
ha
h 10
GrAl
mm
&16
1131
O.m
0.07
7.m
7.m
7.xl
7.40
7.47

To V0h3

n
&m
.m
.W
.345
.382
.??7
.333
.3W
.394
.397
.m?
.39s
.3%3
.397
.3MI
.396
.3m
.391
.33s
.379
.2$s
.W1
.345
.333
.324
.324
.324
. an
.M3
.297
.Z3S
.23
.233
.m
.lm
.171
.102
.161
.124
. lz’t
.am
.079
.037

0
value

.-.-—------
a (!01
.611
.023
. ml
.MB
. et7
.Om
.&m
.6M
.&m
.ma
.Oo.s
.M9
.6-73
.031
.mo
.m3
.7m
.716
.m
.7’M
.7X
.Sm
.!3.53
.S%2
.396

%5
.916
.929
. w
.m4

1.0

I
1.0

Irenmtnalnstant

o
a%
.313
;%

.309

.3?%

.all

.3%5

.397

.4M

.3s9

.3M

.s%3

I

Same=
4.020model

I
;forremelnderol

*Note: $ GOk takenotmwlhg lip

the large and small models. The variation of area normal
to the internal flow with axial distance for cowling-position
angle of 44.2° is shown in figure 3. The small model had a
very slight amount of internal contraction just inside the
coding due to an 0.003-inch error in boring out the cowling
in the first 0.1 inch of the model. The included conical angle

of the internal cowling is 3.75° rem-ward of ~=0.5. The

central body hrts n 1.2° included angle after the shoulder.
The blockage of the support struts is only about 7 percent of
the 10CIL1cross-sectional area.

The plug valve was operated by a Lear model 440 actuatdr
and the position of the valve was recorded electrically by
metms of a system employing an NACA control position
transmitter, model 46C (slide-wire resistance), linked to the
valve rod.

A nine-tube total-pressure rake with tubes alined in a
vertieal plane rmd positioned radially as shown in table II
was employed in conjunction with a mercury-differential
manometer to determine total-pressure profles. The three
equd.ly spaced support struts were positioned such that the
top strut vm.s vertical. Hence, the upper tubes of the rake
were inn strut wake, while the lower tubes were unobstructed.
Two static oritlces located at the rake station were inde-
pendently connected to the manometer and also to Bourdon
pressure gages. Pressure in the settling chamber of the nozzle
wns measured by both Bourdon and inductance gages while

Lo

i

=:.8
-6

E
a .6
E

Z“4

20123456 78910
AM &tance x‘F

FIGURE 3.—Local flow area plotted agti axial distance from cowling
for models &ted. Cowling-position angle, 44.2°.

the prcssmre in the reference tank of the induction gages was
measured by a Bourdon gage.

Four 15-pound-per-square-inch NTACA miniature electrical
pressure gages were flush mounted with the diffuser wall at
the axial stations given in figure 2. These gages were refer-
enced to an air bottle to allow operation at high pressures.
A fifth inductance gage waa mounted in the settling chamber
to compensate for the time lag which might be induced by
the long tubing from the settling chamber to the Bourdon
gage on the manometer board. In addition, a calibrated
thermocouple was inserted into the settling chamber.

A General Electric B–H6 mercury lamp was used as the
light source for instantaneous and high-speed motion-picture
shadowgraphs. ihlotion pictures of the shadowgmph image
appearing on a ground-glass screen were taken with a Wollen-
sak Optiesl Company Fast= camera running approtiately

TABLE 11.-RAKE ORDINATES IN VERTICAL PLANE

%

eotkm

Largernadef

0.910
.M4
.4m
.231

0

Smaumodel

am
.7M
.409
.234

0
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360 to 900 frames per second. Signals from the pressure
gages were amplified by rLConsolidated type 1–113 amplihr
and then recorded on sensitized paper in a Consolidated type
6-114 recorder employing galvanometers elements. The fre-
quency response of this system wm flat from 2 to 300 cyck
per second. In order to correlate movie iilm with the pressure
records, a timing light was attached to one edge of the shad-
owgraph glass screen and the circuit energizing this light
connected in parallel with one of the recording galvanometers
so th~t every time the light flashed, a “blip” appeared on the
pressure record. In order to reduce the labor of correlation,
an interrupter was placed in the light circuit to stop the flow
of current for a noticeable period four or five times a second
and hence to provide blank spaces on the iilm and pressure
record which could be easily counted.

The camera photographing the manometer board could be
operated either manually or electronically. In the latter
mode of operation a pressure pulse in the ram jet caused the
enmora solenoid to trip and concurrently put a marker on the
pressure record.

TEST PROCEDURE

Tests of the various configurations were made in the fol-
lowing manner: After “no-flow” pressure and thermocouple
zero traces had been recorded, the plug valve was retracted
so that the mass flow through the model would be limited
only by the supersonic difber configuration. Then, the
tunnel was started and brought up to operating conditions.
The valve was closed to a position below that which caused
inst~bili@ and a manometer picture and a short pressure
record taken. After resetting the manometer camera, the
Fast&x camera and pressure recorder were then started
and the valve closed as slowly as possible until buzz began.
The valve waa then varied further depending upon the type
of run desired. A no-flow pressure trace was made after
each run when possible.

Other runs were made to determine steady or, if buzzing,
quasi-steady average values. In these cases the manometer
and pressure records were taken at various fked valve
positions.

The differential inductance gages and valve-position
indicator were calibrated daily. Both the larger and smaU
models were tested at length4ameter ratios of 14.91 and
29.82 for each of the cowling-position parameters of 40.1°,
44.2°, and 48.1°. In addition, the small model was run
with no central body in order to get a steady-flow calibration
for the effective sonic area of the valve at various positions
down to mass flows approaching zero. Such a series of runs
was not made for the large model because of danger of
choking the tumel and, in addition, because it waa felt
that with a strong shock far ahead of the inlet that the model
would not be free from wall effects.

COMMITTED FOR AERONAUTICS

METHOD OF DATA REDUCTION AND COMPUTATION
—-

The nondimensional maw flow *at any rake radius
m

was computed (for steady flow or low amplitude buzzing)
bm the tank pressure and the local total pressure and static
yes-sure with the assumption that the static pressure was
mnetant across the rake survey plane and stagnation tem-
perature was equal to that in the tank. The local mass
lows were then integrated to yield the mam flow in the cross-
lectional area bounded by the outer rake tubes. An incre-
mental correction was apptied to this mass flow to account
for the additional mass flow between the outer rake tube
md the wall. In order to determine the constant to be used
For adjusting mass flow for the large model, the integrated
cnas9 flow was averaged over several runs for configurations
4.026–29.8248.1° where a smooth symmetric velocity
profile existed at the rake station and where the mass flow
was known since both shocks were swallowed. The average
of tie local mass flows at the outer rake stations was also
determined for these runs. The incremental constant for
the large models was then determined as follows:

[incremental const.

(

Mass flow _ Av. integrated

)(= for 100% capture area maw flow )
Average local mass flow at outer rake

I’he adjusting factor to be applied to each of the integrated-
rnass-flow curves for the large model was then equal to the
product of the incremental constant times the local mass
flow value at the outer rake Iocatiory, that is:

(Incremental ~ Outer rake mass
const. )( )flow for each run

The product of the nondimensional local mass flow times

pressure recovery
(Z$l?l)

was integrated similarly

by using the correction-mnst~t obtained for the m- flow.
Assuming the constant to be the same for both pressure re-
covery and mass flow introduces an error of about 0.1 percent
in ‘pressure recovery. The weighted average pressure r-
covery was determined m the quotient of the total area under

the
pupt

curve divided by the total area under thep$mv=pta

ptmv-
A similar constant was obtained for use in the small-model

computations by using the average values obtained from
swallowed shack runs of configuration 1.278-29.8248.10.
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The effective sonic area of the plug valve S-Sit approached
the fully closed position was computed for the small model
from runs made with the central body removed, a conjura-
tion which did not buzz at any mass-flow value. A calibra-
tion curvo of sonic area against valve position was thus ob-
tnined for low mass flow. This curve in conjunction with the
avma.ge value of pressure recovery was used to detemnine
the mass flow for the larger amplitude buzz of the small
model. The sta’tic-pressure-total-pressure method used
for steady-flow small-amplitude buzzing became inaccurate
in this region since standing wavea in the manometer tubing
(see ref. 8) guve erroneous pressure readings which, even if
small, havo a large effect when the difference between static
and total pressure becomes small also. This error in pressure
would have only a snmll effect on mass flow computed on a
sonic area and total-pressure basis.

The data plotted in figures 4 tQ 12 were obtained in the
manner described above. An examination of figure 4 shows
the computed total mass-flow ratios for the high L/D models
with swallowed shock to vary only &1.0 ‘percent from the
100-percent capture masw-flow ratio.

Typical steady-state mas+flow and Mach number pmfilea
for the 29.8248.1° configurations are presented in figures
13 and 14, respectively. Sinco the lMach number is so small
them curves me also close approximations to the velocity
profile, Beet-wse both the normal and conical shock are
inside the cowling, the mass flow is known and the part of
the curve between the outer rake and the wall was assumed
to be apprmimatcly the cubic equation:

‘=C’(l-:)+C’G-:)+’’O-:YpU(ro)
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FIQUaB 4.—Curves of premure recovery plotted against masa-tlow

ratio for configurations 29.82-48.1°. Flagged symbols denote un-
steady ffOJV.
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FIQIJEM5.—Curves of prexsure recovery plotted against xnmm-flow
ratio for configurations 4.026-48.1°. Flagged symbols denote un-
steady flow.
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FIGURB 6.—Curves of pressure recovery plotted against mass-flow
ratio for contlgurations 1.278-48.10. Flagged symbols denote UU-
Steadyflow.

The constants CS, CS, and C, were determined to satisfy the
boundary conditions of (1) a curve tangent at the outer
rake position to the curve determined by the rake readings,
(2) a prescribed mass flow, and (3) Q curve which coincides
with the outer rake points. The form of the equation in-
herently satisfies the zero velocity condition at the wall
(aemun.ing the density does not approach zero). The short-
dash curvw of figures 13 and 14 are drawn so that the total
mass flow of the 1.278 model would give a mass-flow ratio
of 1.000, and the long-short-dash curve is the one for which
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FIGURE 7.—Curves of pressti recovery plotted against maswlow
ratio for configurations 29.82-44.2°. Flagged symbols denote un-
steady flow.
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FIGURE 8.—Curvee of p=ure reoovery plotted against ms.wflow
ratio for configurations 4.026-44.2°. F[~ed symbols denote un-
steady flow.

the integrated mass flow enclosed between the wall and the
outer rake is equal to the “standard increment” applied
in the general computations. The two curves coincide for
the 4.026 model. The Mach number profde is then de-
termined, since .M(rO)-=Kl, from

‘l’he effective Mach numbem, detlned as that lMach number
which if invariant acmes the survey plane would give the
measured values of mass flow, pressure, and so forth, of
these runs were 0.209 and 0.219 for the 4.026 and 1.278
models, ieapectively. The average weighted prtmure re-
coveries were 0.639 and 0.601.

Wis.s-flew rolb, m/mm

FIGURE 9.—Curves of pressure reoovery plottsd against mwflow
ratio for ooniigurations 1.278-44.2°. Flagged symbols denote un-
steady flow.
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FIGURE 10.—Curves of pressure recovery plotted ~gainst mass-flow
ratio for configurations 29.82+0.1°. Flagged symbols denote un-
steady flow.
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IWURE 14.—Mach number prolilea at rake survey station for configura-
tions 29.82-48.1°.

The trace of the valve-position indicator was measured
to an accuracy of 0.01 inch on the pressure record, which
gave the indicated physioal position of the valve to 0.005
inch. Some play in the linkage mechanism and change in
the voltage applied to the slide-tie resistance reduced the
accuracy of the position indicator for the large model. These
factors were largely eliminated in the small model. There
was also a lag of about 0.03 second in the response of the
indicator so that for conditions of rapid throttling the valve
readings were compensated for this time lag. The matium
valve speed obtained from the slope of valve position plotted
against time was 0.55 inch per second.

In order to detarmiue the values of static pressures and
valve position at incipient mass flow, the corresponding
values were read from the pressure-time or valve-position—
time trace. Values were taken when either the highapeed
motion pictures or the pressure trac= showed instability.
It was necessary to employ the motion pictures in some
eases where the turbulence and hash level in the gages,
especially the two forward ones, was high. The probable
cause of the high haah level in the fit two gages was sepam-
tion in the subsonic diffusers.

Total amplitude measurements were taken by measuring
peak-to-peak pressure fluctuations on the prcsmre-time .
curve.

The following are the estimated matimum probable errors
arising when the flow is steady:

Mass-flow lTbtiO :

For high length-diameter ratios --------------------- *2 perceDt

For low length-diameter mtios ---------------------- +3 percent
Valve position:

For large model ------------------------------------ +0.01 in.
For small model ------------------------------------ +0.005 in.

Pr@m Hve~---------------------------------- *1. Opercent
Statio prow ------------------------------------- +o.5percent
Mach number in ram jet--------------------------------- +0.002

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GENERAL RESULTS

Figures 4 to 12 show the performance curve of the inlets in
terms of pressure recovery and mass flow. E~erimental
points having unsteady flow are denoted by flagged symbols.
The ram jets with the highar value of length-diameter ratio
were employed to give more accurate values of mass flow and
pressure recovery for comparison purposes since in the larger
models the velocity proiile has become a smooth nearly
symmetrical curve showing negligible effects of the center-
body wake and angle of attack by the time the rake station
has been reached. Each of the high-lengthdiameter-ratio
configurations is compared separately with its two counter-
parts, namely: the same length-diameter-ratio model of
d.Herent diameter and the shorter version of the same diam-
eter. It is obvious horn inspection that the accuracy is
lower in the lower L/D models, but the curves for the high
and low L/D models of the same diameter and cowling-
position angle may be considered the same within the order
of the expected experimental scatter.

Table III is a compilation of the values of mass-flow ratio,
pressure recovery, valve position, and ratio of static pressure
to tank pressure at the start of buzz. The incipient mass flow,
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TABLE 111.-VALUE8 OF PARAMETERS AT START OF BUZZ

-UC ~

COmlgolntlon
Mas.ls.ow Fmssam Tank ~ Valve

-W Hion

Oagel or!ge4

J.27S+491-4%1° 0.91 0.793 0.744 0.782
L27S=Y4&2-4LLl”

12s
.925 .7W .m .m

4.0W14. 914 1“ .QM .705 .727 .m H?
4 CCS-2J.H 1“ .W .793 .7’S3 .m 212

L27S-14914L% .QS .Ew .m La
L27S-29.~Z’ .% M .s0! .=
4 OZO-1491-44% .!39 .&4s .mi .s42 M
4CG8-29,SH4F’ .WJ .s44 .Sn .= 2@3

L 27S-14914. 1“ .s5 .s(0 .s17 .Sio L 31
L 27S-2QS24. 1° .s5 .SM .s14 .% L 31
4 Om-lk 9140.1“ .S3 .KO .Ea3
4.cm-m. 8240.1“

.s25
.%

LW3
.E3z .Soi .829 1.m

with one reception where the interval between the highest
measured unsteady flow and lowest measured steady flo-mms
large, WM assumed equal to the largest value of mass flow at
which unsteady flow was iirst recorded. This reception arose
in tbe case of the 1.278–14.9148. 10 configuration where the
unsteady flow was noted up to a mass-flow ratio of about 0.89
and the lowest measured steady flow was at a ratio of 0.915.
The critical mass flow of 0.91 was determined by extrapolat-
ing a curve of pressure pulsation amplitude plotted against
mass flow to zero amplitude.

The incipient pressure recovery was obtained from the
faired curve of pressure-recovery mass flow at the incipient
mass-flow value. The static-pres-snr~tauk-pressnre ratios
and the valve positions, determined from the time-history
records, are the average values of several rum.

Shadowgraphs of the critical-flow shock pattern for the
various model coni@n@ions are given in iigure 15. Th&e
pictures, with the ~~ception of figure 15@ which is for a
negative angle of attack, are of the high lenggh-diameter’
configurations at a positive angle of attack of 0.5°. The
shadowgraphs of the models are adjusted to have approxi-
mately the same dimensions to facilitate comparison. The
cowling lip was referenced by two pieces of opaque tape
afiked to the tunnel glass at the top and bottom of the test
section, but because of the enlarging procedure just men-
tioned the tape will show only in the large-diameter-model
pictures.

The internal shock pattern for the cdiggrations with
cowling-position angles of 44.2° and 48.10 appear unaffected
by the slight angle of attack. For the 44.2° configuration
three-dimensional effects are responsible for the apparent
presence of the normal shock ahead of the cowling when in
reality it is just, at the lip, a fact which may be verified by the
opaquwtape reference marks.

A difference in the flow configuration due to 0.5° angle of
attack is noticeable for a cowling position angle of 40.1°.
The normal shock on the leewaxd side of the cross flow induced
by the angle of attack is advanced ahead of the cowling lip
more than the shock on the windward side; and, in addition,
the leeward shock may terminate in a lambda shock near the

[(d .. . ._.___.._l_mlM
. ————— .-. —... .— -..

(a) Ckmtlguration
4.020-29.82-48.1°; a=0.5°.

(c) Con6guration
4.020-29.82-44.2” ; a=0.5°.
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(b) Configuration
1.278-29.82-48.1°; a=0.6°.

(d) Configuration
1.278-29.82-44.2°; a= 0.5°.

FIGURE 15.—Instantaneous spark shadowgrapba of flow patterns for

minimum stable mass flow.

cone. Proof that this phenomenon arises from the slight
angle of attack is found in the shadowgrnphs of the critical
mass flow of the same supersonic diiluser configuration for
an angle of attack of 0.5° (fig. 15(f)) rmd -0.6° (fig. 15(g))
which show the shock pattern to change with rmgle of attack.
The cross flow of the boundary layer causes a boundary
layer build-up on the leeward sicle which results in tho
asymmetric shock pattern.

Curves of Mach number at the center line of tho rako
plotted against steady-flow pressure recovery for configura-
tions 4.026-29.82-48.1° and 1.278–29.82-48.1° are shown in
figure 16. These curves are typical of the 44° and 40’ con-
figurations also. Values were not plotted for unsteady flow
since such a procedure would make the plot multiple vnlued
in pressure recovery.

SCALE ZFPECT8

A dimensional analysis of the problem of testing buzzing
models for correlation purposes yields the following results.
The variables in the problem are: (1) pressure p or pressuro
perturbation Ap; (2) stream velocity V; (3) density P;

(4) length L or diameterD; (5) viscosityp; (6) sonic velocity

a; (7) periodic time r; (8) turbulent ve.locit y w rind/or per-
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r . . , ,,.. .t. .- > 1
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(0) (h@uration (f) Configuration
4.020-2%82-40.1°; u= O.5”. 1.27S-29.82~0.1°; a=0.5°.

@ Configuration 1.278-14.91-40.1°; a=–0.5°.

FIaum 15.—Concluded.

turbation velocity AU. Then, the related nondimensional
parameters in the mass-length-time system are: (1) lMach

‘VL (3) wave length ofnumber ~ (2) Reynolds number ~?

modol ~) (4) pr~ure coefficient *2 or SS (5) turb~~ce

AU
or perturbation ratios ~ or —.Vv Thus, if models of differat

scale (Q are to be tested without maintaining constant
Reynolds number, the effect of varying Reynolds number
mus~ be ascertained.

The importance of boundary-layer growth and separation
to the stability of irdets in absence of combustion will be
discussed in a later section of this report. If these viscous
effects are to be a major factor in determiningg the stability
of inlets, Reynolds number effects would then also be expected
to be a major consideration.

Steady flow.-From the results presented the ,performance
of the models to the start of buzz maybe disc@~d. Figures
5, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 12, in which pressure recovery plotted
against mass-flow ratio of model pairz having the same
diameter and cowling angle are compared, b.~~~e perform-
ance of such pairs to be nearly the same withifkekperimental
scatter. There does appear to be a tendenc~’for the lower
L/D models to have up to 1 percent higher pressure recovery

‘ ., ..:
. .

during buzzing, but this might be attributed to the different
frequencies of the standing waves in the manometer tubing.
Although the mass-flow measurements have a larger range
of error in the low LJD models, the induction-gage pressures
and valve-position indicator are not so affected. Hence, a
good check of the conditions at start of buzz for the same
diameter and cowling-position-angle models is found in
table III, where the mmcinmm variation of average valve
position at start of buzz is found to be 0.005 inch and 0.01
inch for the 1.278- and 4.026-inch models, respectively, and
of average static-to-tank pressure ratio at corresponding
stations is found to be about 0.5 percent. An analysis of
the high-speed motion pictures also revealed the shock
patterns to be the same at the start of buzz independent of
L/D ratio for the same diameter and cowling-lip angle.

A comparison of the performance of s-knilar contlgurations
having different diametem shows only a slight scale affect.
The pressure recovery m--flow curves of the 44.2° and
48.1° diffusers (figs. 4 and 7) are nearly identical for the two
diameters. Instability appears at a slightly higher mas-s-
flow ratio in the larger model of 48.10 lip angle than in the
corresponding small model, but the 2-percent variation has
little significance. The shadowgrapbs of the flow patterns
at the incipient point for the above configurations (figs.
15 (a) to 15 (d)) show no important differences in the flow
for the different sized models.

It is to be noted that in the 40.1° inlets where, although
the critical mass flows are nearly the same, the peak pressure
recovery, critical pressure recovery, and the ratio of static
pressure to tank pre9sure are higher in the small diameter
model in spite of the lower Reynolds number of these models.
See figure 10 and table HI.

It was also found that the overall incipient values did not
change when the angle of attack was reduced to 0° or made
negative by 0.5° for the configurations 1.27840.1° although
the local conditions alternated with the shock pattern.
Shadow-graphs in figures 15 (e) and 15 (f) at a positive angle
of attack are nearly identical for the diflerent sized models.
Figure 15 (g) at an angle of attack —0.5° is not a mirror
image of figure 15 (f), although the tendency of the leeward
shock to advance and bifurcate is quite evident. For a con-
iignration such as this, which is extremely sensitive to
changes in angle of attack, such a variation could be attrib-
uted either to a failure to exactly match the positive angle
with its negative counterpart or to a slight eccentricity of
the central body which would alter the effective angle of
attack of the cone.

The Reynolds number effects on the profdes of the models
of large LJD are evident in figure 16; these profiles are typical
of the curves for all the cowling-position angles. Although
both models have profiles of turbulent pipe flow the greater
relative viscous forces in the low Reynolds numbti tests
result in a larger region of retarded flow contrasted to the
much more folly developed flow of the high Reynolds
number model (@. 13).

The velocity and mass-flow profiles of the low L/D models
showed the influence of the 0.5° angle of attack in varying

,.,
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amounts in a majority of the runs. The pressure recovery
and velocity were higher in that section of the survey plane
behind the leeward cone surface for both large and small
models. Two profiles for positive and negative angles of
attack of configuration 1.278–14.91-40. 10 which show the
manner in which the asymmetry alternated with angle of
attack are presented in iignr.e 17. oswati~ch (ref. 1) dis-
covered the same phenomenon in certain of his tests at
slightly larger angles of attack. Since the boundary layer
tends to accumulate on the leewaxd side of the central body
one might mpect the poorer performance to occur in this
region. For configurations 14.9140.1° the shadowgraphs
show e~ternal separation on the leeward side as the incipient
mass flow is approached. There are several possible explana-
tions for the measured distribution of total pressure. I?irst,
the lambda shock on the leeward side might increase the total
pressure recovery of the fluid flowing through the upper
bifurcations sufficiently to offset the adverse effect of the
separation at the cone surface. Secondly, the flow on the
inner surface of the windward cowling might sepaxate to a
greater degree than that on the leeward side of the central

Center-line Mach number

FIGURE 16.—curveE of average pressure recovery plotted against

Mach number at center of rake survey station for cofigumtio~

29.8*.1”.
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FIGURE17.—Maa3-flovJ and Mach number profflea at rake survey sta-
tion for configuration 1.278-14.91+.1° at angl~ of attack of + 0.5°.

body. Finally, there is the possibility of a more violent
separation occurring in the subsonic ditluser, either off tlm
centxal body or cowling surface of the opposite side. In
other words, the early flow separation on one side of tho
center body may prevent a more violent separation of tho
flow on the same side later in the subsonic diffuser.

The apparent lack of a strong Reynolds number effect in
determiningg the stability of the 40.1° and 48.10 configurations
(where the conical shock did not intersect the cowling lip)
was not qected. Prior to conducting the tests it was
thought that the Reynolds number effect would be small for
those inlets which had the conical shock at tho lip sinco the
vortm sheet position would govern stability. For them
inlets in which the central-body boundary laym wns m
important part of the governing mechanism for stability, tlm
Reynolds number wna thought to be a very important
parameter. This negligible effect of Reynolds number should
not be assumed to apply to inlets in general but rather to
represent the effect only on the particular con figumt,ions
investigated. It does, however, show that there is tho
possibility of testing cold-flow scaled models for appro~imalo
prediction of stability limits.

Unsteady flow.-The behavior of the comparative models
during buzzing was also very similar. This similarity
intended not only to the unsteady-flow cyiles which wom
made up of multiple waves but also to the cycles dependent
on random pulses. Typical examples of the first cnse are
shown in figure 18 where the pressure-time records of con-
&uration 4.026-14.9144.2° at a mnss flow ratio of 0,66 is
compared to the curves of configuration 1.278–14.9 144.2°
at a mm flow of 0.69. In spite of the 3-percent vnriation in
mass flow it is obvious that the wave forms are quite similar
if the time scale is modified by a factor equal to the lengLh
ratio. The pressure records of the 1.278 moclel were takon
at a higher ti speed to facilitate comparison. The vcrtic(d
lines on the record indicate time intervals of 0.01 second.

Figure 19 shows the pressure-time records of configurations
14.9140.1° near the start of buzz where there is no regular
cycle buzzing, instead the unsteady flow is chamct erized by
spasmodic pulses separated by time intervals of various
lengths. These latter curves show the unst endy behavior
to ~e similar, even where irregular.
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Time— 001 sek .i—— . . ..-

(a) Clm@uration 4026-14.91-44.2° (b) Configuration 1.278-14.91-442°
at a maw+flow ratio of 0.66. at a maw-flow ratio of 0.60.

FIGURE 18.—Preasure time records showing similar regular pukme in
buzzing of ehnilar contkguratione. Pressuraie wsitive UPWa~.
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The unsteady flow of configuration 1.278–14.91-40.1° was
unstable at n mass-flow ratio of 0.72 and, as is shown in
figure 20, changed from a relatively low frequency of 120
to 160 cycles per second, which was often found in most of
the 1.278-14.91 configurations, to much higher frequencies,
usually approximately 800, 900, or 1,400 cycles per second.
The whole shock pattern oscillated at this frequency. With
no change in valve position this high-frequency pattern
would in time break down and revert back to the low fre-

Tlme — 001 sec Time — 0.01 sej

(a) bnfigumtion 4.020-14.9140.1°. (b) Ca@uration 127S-14.9140.1°

FICIuan19.—Prmsure-time records showing similar isolated smsmodic
pulse in buzzing of similar configurat~ons. Pressure is- positive
upward.

Goge 2
.,. fi

Goge 3’ l-it-i-m
Time — 0.01 sec

t

1
Time — 001~eE . . . . . . . _._--–j.. —.. —.—.

(a) Slight valve motion.
(b) No valve motion.

Framm 20.—Pressure-time records showing transition from low-
frequenoy to high-frequenoy buzzing in configuration l.27S-14.91-
40,1°.

quency, and so forth. This conversion to high frequency~is
shown in figure 20. In figure 20 (b) (gge 1 is inoperative)
there is no valve motion and the high frequency of 900 cy~es
per mccnd is superimposed on the 160-cycle-per-second ~pzz.
In figure 20 (a) the valve is slowly closing to the position of
figure 20 (b), and in this case the high-frequency bre&down
rew.dts in a 1400-cycle-per-second buzz with the e~ation
of most of the low-frequency pulses. An csi

T
~ ation of

other records and motion pictures at slightly c er mm
?flows showed a possibility that the frequency of o cillation of

the bifurcated part of the shock to be about 90Q cycles per
second when the upper part of the shock was responding to
the low frequency.

Figures 19 and 20 also prove the fact that the buzzing
cycles are not necessarily repeatable, but that single pulses
may occur or the cycle change drastically with no change in
ram-jet geometry. Averaged results for the high and low
frequency, obtained with no valve motion, similar to that in
figure 20 showed a variation of less than X percent in pressure
recovery and mass flow which is less than the scatter of tb e
tests.

The flow of the longer 1.27840.1° model did not break
down completely into a high-frequency oscillation for
periods longer than 0.02 second, but the pressure records did
show evidence of such high frequency which was usually
definitely subordinate to the low frequency. Previous
unpublished data of tests at the Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory have, however, ShOIVII the ~gh-frequency

oscillation to be present in high LJD models. Safety con-
siderations, plus the doubt that large amplitude oscillations
would be free from influence of the tesbsection boundaries,
prevented all but a few runs of large pulsation amplitude for
configuration 4.02640.1°. No runs for the 14.91 L/D model
were made at a 10TVenough mass-flow ratio for the high fre-
quency to appear predominant, though the oscillation fre-
quency of the lambda shock was determined to be about 35o
cycles per second compared to the 900 cycles per second of
the model smaller by a factor of 1/3. A few runs were made
at low mass flows for the 4.026-29.82-40.10 configuration
and these also had high-frequency components subordinate
to the low frequency.

Figure 21 is part of an 850-hme-per-second ehadowgraph
motion-picture fka taken concurrently with the pressure
record shown in figure 19 (b) of a single spasmodic pulse of
configuration 1.278–14.9140.1°. The shadowgraph frames
are numbered to correspond to the numbers on the pressure
record.

From t@ee shadowgraphs it is evident that an appreciable

part of the total shock motion, as well as almost all of the
lambda shock motion, occurs between frames 9 and 10. This
is in agreement with the pressure record of the gage at x/L=
0.275 which shows, more sharply than the other gages, the
break in pressure which for this particular gage occurs con-

currently with shadowgraph frame number 10. The time
lag, or time for a wave to travel from the cowling lip to
x/L= O.275, is about one-half the time between frames.
Thus, in tbie case, where it should be emphasized there was
no valve movement whatsoever, it is evident that the overall
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FIGURE 21.—High-speed motion-picture shadowgraphs of isolated

sp=modia pulse in buzzing of configuration 1.27S-14.91-40.1°.

ram-jet geometry can have no effect on the initial shock
motion. This is substantiated by the fact that the initial
shock motion, which is an appreciable part of the overall
motion, has been completed before any waves which it
generates at the inlet have had time to travel even 4 diametars
downstream, let alone have had time to reflect -from any
significant geometrical or aerodynamic changes and return
to the cowling to influence further motion. The reflection
from the valve of the start of the initial expansion reachea the
inlet at frame 12, but the shock does not start to retrea t until
fkame 19 although expansion waves reflected from the nozzle
are continuously hitting the shock during the interval be-
tween frames 12 to 19. The fact that the shock does not
start to move rearward when the reflected expansion from
the exit nozzle strikes it from behind indicates that there must
be a flow phenomenon at or near the cowling which generates
compressions to cancel the effect of the expansion. The
above shock motion% not peculiar to this particular con-
figuration but has been observed to occur in other t~ts.
Although many of these tests may have a gradual throttling
process, it is found that the shock is still out of equilibrium
with the rearward part of the ram jet (that is, it moves
faster than the low throttling rate would require). ~ ,

Note also that the normal shock is slightly furtlmr ad-
vanced than the position of figure 15 (f) at the incipient mass
flow. Thus for a short period of time the shock has an
equilibrium position at a mass flow below the valuo for start
of buzz.

The model paira having the same diameter, supwaonic
diffuser, and subsonic diffuser contigumtion havo approxi-
mately, within the expected maximum error, the samo pres-
sure reeovery mass-flow curves (figs. 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 12).
Ln the unsteady flow range there does appear a slight
tendency for slightly higher pressure recoveries for tlm shortm
LID models. Now only the combustion-chamber volume
variea in these comparable pairs. Since the combustion-
&amber volume changes by a factor of about thrw betwvmn
the 29.82 and 14.91 L/D models, according to the resonator
theory of reference 6 the slope of the pressure rocovely
against maea-flow curve at the start of buzz for tlmm con-
figurations with continuous slopes should also vary so that
the slope of the 14.91 L/D model should be three times tho
slope of the 29.82 LID model since the absolute values of
pressure recovery and mass flow at start of buzz aro tho same
(table III). However, the experimental curves for tho
40.1° and 48.1° configurations having continuous slopos
show that the low L/D models generally have u smaller, not
larger, slope.

DISCUSSION OF STABILTTY CRITERIA

Since various contrasting theories (refs. 4 to 6) have bwn
expounded regarding the start of instability of supersonic
diffusem, there is a ddnite need for clarification of tho subject.
It will be advantageous to consider first the basic aero-
dynamic phenomena involved in the initiation and con-
tinuation of the buzz cycle.

Quasi-one-dimensional theory for originating meohanism.—
The theory of reference 5 describes the buzzing cycle once it
has been ini~iated and assumes the initiating mechanism to
be some form of separation near the inlet. It was found that
an unsteady-flow theory based on a quasi-one-dimensional
analysis gave very close correlation to the experimental
pressure-time reeords in the ram-jet model. The shortest
model studied, with an LiD of about 16, was rather long for
a ram jet; however, since the gage neardst tho cowling,
located about 5 diameters downstream from the cowling,
showed excellent agreement with the plane wave theory, it
may be assumed that plane wave ~heory holds for ram j de
having L/D greaterthan 5 and probably even to lower values,

On a quasi-plane wave basis the buzzing cycle may be
analyzed in the following manner: In the start of buzzing tho
normal shock moves outward away from the cowling and
this shock motion requires compression waves to strilm the
downstream side of the shock. Site the pressure-time curves
of reference 5 and figure 19 show that in the absence of rapid
throttling there are no eomprwaion waves moving upstream
tilde the ram jet at any appreciable distance from the
inlet, then the required wthpression waves must be generated

. ...-.
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at or nmr the cowling entrance. Equation (2) of reference 5
shows tlmt either a flow area decreasing with time or a flow
entropy increasing with time is needed to generate upstream
moving compression wrwes (that is, an increase of the
prmunet er O in eq. (2) of ref. 5). A separation, or even an
unscprmted boundary layer growing with time, satisfiea
both these requirements since the rate of displacement
thickness growth produces a deceasing effective flow area
while concurrently the entropy is incrwsing due to boundary-
htycr losses.

Tho cnt ering of the vortex sheet from the conical-nomml-
shock intersection into the cowling will also result in both a
reduced flow men for the flow inside the vortex sheet and,
nfter mising, an increased entropy. Moreover, the entrance
of the vortex sheet must be violent and dbrupt since the
vortos sheet itself cannot stagnate on either the outer or
inner surface of the cowling because of the total pressure
ditfermce existing across it. Thy, the entrance of the vortex
sheet or the growing of the botmdary layer (separation)
lmve much tbe same effect as closing a throttling valve
located near the inlet.

Thus, the mechanism of buzz initiation may be described
as follows: The entrance of the vortex sheet, increasing sepa-
ration, or boundary-layer growth (behind the shock), either
on the central body or on the inner surface of the cowling,
generates tLcompression wave which forces the normal shock
outward. This initial growth may be very small and may
result from the random fluctuations present in the flow-.
Such a case was illustrated in figure 19 for no valve motion.
‘iWen buzzing arises during throttling, the compression
waves generated by the throttling process force the shock
to n position where either a random pulse at the inlet or the
next small wave from the exit throttle may perturb the shock.
In cases where the entrance of the vortex sheet into the
cowling causes the initiation of buzz, the pulse generated by
(he abrupt motion of the vortex may dso be augmented by
srpamtion on the cowling surface so that the compression:’
wave genemt ed is stronger nnd consequently the shock b
generally forced out abruptly. Reference 4 explains that
the case in which the vortex sheet enters the cowling without
causing separation is a result of the mixing of the low and
high energy air on each side of the vortex sheet before sub-
sonic diffusion occurs. In addition, the pulse created by the
vortex motion would be weakened for the inlets having
sharper lending edges and thinner cowling thickneesea.
These possibilities could explain the observed entrance of
the vortex sheet into the cowling without causing buzz.
In crises where separation on the central body initiates the
buzz there is usually no such rapid growth of the separated
region, instead a small growth of separation generates a
compression wave which forces the shock out slightly.
However, in this new forward position to which the shock haa
been forced, new flow conditions esist behind it which include
a more adverae pressure gradient between the shock and the

cowling entrance. Consequently, additional separation may
occur with consequent production of more compression waves
to force the shock out farther, and,~ forth. This outward
motion of the shock will continue until either (a) an equilib-
ri&, condition is reached in the region of flow between the
shock and separation region, or (b) rm expansion wave can
strike the shock from behind to lower its back pressure so
that it will retreat toward the cowling (see ref. 5).

It is to be noted that ‘it’~ti.not necessary to “choke” the
entering flow in the sense that sonic velocity must be obtained
near the cowling entrance to start buzz@ The rate of
efTective-flow-axea decrease and entropy- ‘i%ease are the
important parameters, though it must also be emphasized
that these factors will generate stronger waves when the
Mach number is near unity.

Wave cyale.—Now that the basic phenomena involved in
the initiation of buzzing have been described, the mechanism
by which it is perpetuated will be reviewed (see ref. 5): The
outward motion of the shock and the increasing bo~dqry-
layer displacement thickness reduce the mass flow through {
the difTueer. This reduced mass flow results in an eipansion ‘
wave which moves down the subsonic diffuser and combus-
tion chamber and lowers the pressure, density, and velocity.
At the sonic &t nozzle, this downstream e.spansion is re-
flected as another expansion wave which moves upstream
until it meets the shock. Whereupon the shock moves
rearward and passes through the position it had at the start
of buzz. The separation which originally caused the buzz
is not as large at this time because the upstream expansion
wave creates a favorable pressure gradient and the retreating
shock results in reduced 10SSWS. In other words, as the
shock passes the position from which buzz started the flow
conditions are not the same. A change in flow pattern at
the same shock position is shown in the instantaneous shad-
owgraphs, figure 22. Since the lambda pattern is known to
exist in the outward motion, the other flow configuration
probably occurs during the retreating shock motion. This
would also be in accord with the effect of favorable pressure
gradient just mentioned. The rearward shock motion gen-
eratea a downstream compression wave, which in turn reflects
as another compression wave moving upstream until it also
strikes the shock.

In certain cams, since the strength of the waves reflected
at the nozzle depends on the relative constriction of the
nozzle area to combustion-chamber aren, this reflected com-
pression is strong enough to return the shock to the position
at which buzzing began, and consequently another cycle
starts immediately. The frequency is then nearly identical
to that of an organ pipe closed at one end with a length equal
to the ram jet.

In other cases the’first reflection is weaker so that the shock
is not moved far enough forward to reach the buzzing fiosi-
tion. However, since the compresion-wavdock-wave
interaction results in the generation of a downstream com-

43087ti-G7-21
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Frwxm 22.—Instantaneoua shadowgraphs taken during buzzing of
cor@uration 1.276-14.9140.1° to show variation in flow pattern
at foot of shock when outer part of shock ie at same position.

pres.sion which is in turn reflected at the nozzle as an upstream

comprewion wave, this latter wave may move the shock out
far enough for the next cycle to commence. If not, further
compressions are generated and reflect until the shock is
fhmlly forced upstream to the point where it initially started
to buzz. In reference 5 extremely close correlation between
theory and experiment proved this behavior.

There are also oases where a reflected compr-ion wave in
itself is sticient to push the shock ahead of its initial posi-
tion, in which case the shock will move farther out in the n~
cycle than it did in the previous one. k this manner the
amplitude of the oscillation may increase from its original
one without further throttling.

In cases of a very high frequency buzz (fig. 20) which
generally occurs at the lower mass flows of certain inlets
there is insufficient time for any wave whatsoever to traverse
the ram jet ..b the period of one cycle. Consequently the
“source” of the buzz must be the flow in the immediate
vicinity of the inlet, although the alteration or ampli.ihtion
of these pukes may depend on the overall ram-jet flow. In
other words, the shock and boundwy-layer oscillations ahead
of the ram-jet ducting may be compared to a tuning fork
at the mouth of an air column. For example, the oscillation
frequency of the foot of the shock of configuration 1.278-
14.91-40.1° appeared to be about 900 cycles per second while
the remainder of the shock pattern oscillated at a much lower
frequency. Since the fifth harmonic (second and fourth do
not esist) of the ram-jet ducting considered as an organ pipe
closed at one end is about 870 cycles per second, it is not at
all surprising b @d high-frequency buzzing in the range of
800 to 900 cycles per second as described previously. A

possible explanation for the mechanism of the source of the
buzzing is the fact that the normal shock, which is in motion
due to separation in its rear, .+ move far enough forward

-so that the cone boundary layer existing at its foot becomes
small enough and possesses enough momentum to be able
to withstand the pressure ratio of the shock without separat-
ing, or at least without separating as much. Now since it is
the rate of increase in separation, boundary layer, or entropy
which causes the upstream moving compression waves that
keep the shock in motion, when this rate falls off, resultant
@ipansion waves will travel upstream to start the shock
moving rearward again. As the shock moves rearward the
boundary layer becomes more susceptible to separation and a
point is reached where the rate of change of the aforemm-
tioned variables become positive and the next cycle com-
mences

Proposed theory for stability oriteria of supersonic inlet in
oold flow.-It has been shown for rmisymmetric conical
center body supersonic inlets without heat addition that the
pressure disturbances (in the absence of rapid throttling)
originate at or nesr the cowling entrance. I?urthermoro,
the sound wave traveling downstream and carrying tlm
“news” of the initiation of buzz reaches the combustion
chamber only after the second shock has completed a sub-
stantial part of its outward motion. Consequently, in these
cases it is impossible for the mechanism which determines the
stability to be located in the combustion chamber (in cold
flow); instead, one is forced to look for the answer in tlm
forward part of the ram jet at the supersonic diffuser and that
part of the subsonic diffuser just behind it near the cowling
entrance. It must also be noted that although the flow
inside the ram jet may be very closely approximated by
quasi+ne-dimensional steady or unsteady flow, as in refw-
ence 5, the flow external to and ahead of the cowling cannot
be so treated. The prwsnre pulses emerging from the cowling
spread out into the whole region of flow behind the normal
shock and are not “bound” by the streamline entering the
cowling.

Thus, a possible explanation of the phenomenon may be
examined qualitatively by considering the external flow
ahead of the cowling. An insight into the overall reaction
can be obtained by assuming quasi-one-dimensional flow
although it must be remembered the flow ahead of the
cowling is three-dimensional. In the one-dimensional-flow
model, the stream tube entering the cowling is considered
as a “channel” with flexible walls which expand at a rate
snflicient to account for the spillage of mam flow around the
cowling in the actual flow. Furthermore, any changes from
the unperturbed state of entropy ahead of the cowling am
assumed to occur not at the shock system but at the cowling.
In other words, a distortion is introduced by considering that
all of the generated wavea are created at the cowling instead
of in the whole region between the shock and cowling. The
phenomena of increasing separation or boundary-layer thick-
ness, which generates upstream “moving compression waves
and creates conditions of reduced mass flow and higher
stagnation pressure immediately behind them, have been
discussed. Now with the concept of a perturbation (that is,
vortex entrance, increased boundary layer, sepmation)
which deexeasea the effective flow area and increases the

-.
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entropy at the cowling entrance so that an upstream com-
pression wave is generated at the inlet, the conditions for
stability may be determined:

(a) Stable condition: If, as the shock is forced outward
with decreasing mass flow, the expansion waves generated
by the flexible walls (spreading out to accommodate the three-
dimensional spillage) are of greater strength than the net sum
of the initial compression wave and any additiomd waves
generated at the cowling due to flow changea arisiig from the
pmturbed shock, then the shock will halt its outward motion
rmd retreat toward the cowling. It should be noted that
both a decrease in entropy rise through the shock system as
well as a decrense in separation or boundary-layer thickness
in the flow just after the shock (both conditions are associated
with cm increase in the conventional total pressure recovery)
will result in the generation of expansion waves to aid th6se
arising from the flexible wall in forcing the shock to retreat.

(b) Unstable condition: If, as the shock is forced outward
with decreasing mass flow the expansion waves generated by
the flexible walls are of less strength than the net sum of the
initial compression wave and any additional waves generated
at the cowling, then the shock will not immediately halt its
outward motion. Instead it will move ahead of the cewl-
ing until it reaches an equilibrium with the flow in tho
cowling (that is, the conditions behind the last wave originat-
ing at the cowling are matched by a particular shock position)
or until the net expansion wave (that is, the cumulative
wave) generated on the downstream side of the separation
“throttle” has rm opportunity to reflect from the exit nozzle
and return to the inlet. Both types of shock motion are
demonstrated for the same diffuser configuration with
difTerent combustion chamber lengths in figures 9, 10, 15,
and 16 of reference 5. Again it should be noted that an-
increase in entropy rise through the shock system and an
increase in separation or boundary-layer height (correspond-
ing to a decrease in the conventional total pressure recovery)
will result in the generation of additional compression waves
to help keep the shock in outward motion.

With these arguments in mind it is evident that the
stability of a supersonic inlet is determined by the relation
between the transient flow conditions behind the normal
shock and the instantaneous flow existing in the cowling inlet
of a conical diiluser. The fact that buzzing has been found
experimentally to arise concurrently with a positive slope
of the mean (time averaged) pressure recovery plotted against
mass-flow curve (ref. 6) does not conflict with the above
analysis. Moreover, since the instability criteria proposed
previously in this section sh.cnv that an instantaneous de-
crease in pressure recovery with mass flow at the inlet will gen-
erate destabilizing compression waves it would be surprising
if the instrmtuneous valuea integrated over a buzzing cycle
rmd then averaged did not yield values lower than the
steady-flow value at the last stable position.

Asimilarstability criterionbasedon separation or boundary-
layer growth could be applied to scoop inlets. Instead
of the dependence of stability on the boundaxy-layer effects
on the central body and cmvljng in the case of symmetric
conicnl inlets, the dependence would be based on the bound-
ary layer on the compreaeion surface and the opposite wall.

The buzzing of convergent-divergent perforated inlets

(ref. 2) might also be explained on a similar, but less compli-
cated, basis. Owing to lack of prewm-distance-time data
it is impossible to definitely state the disturbance origin,
but the following probable solution is presented. In con-
trast to the conical inlets where separation on the central
body or inner coding surfaces was the triggering mechanism,
for convergent-divergent perforated inlets the probable me-
chanism is the thickening of the boundary layer on the oub
side of the cowling.

When a shock is located in the converging section of the
inlet the mass flow passing through the shock is equal to
that passing through the rearward perforations and through
the throat. Now- along the outer surface of the cowling
the boundary layer thickens abruptly at the position of the
internal shock because of the shock pressure differential
which is transmitted through the perforations and also
because of the increased mass-flow spillage through the per-
forations behind the shock (see @. 19 of ref. 2). This thick-
ening of the boundary layer causes an oblique compression
wave to propagah into the free stream so that the pressure
in this region is above free-stream static.

Now if a momentary thickening perturbation of this
external boundary layer occurs, then the eflective “ramp
angle” of the layer will increase and the oblique compres-
sion wave increases in strength, the pressure increases, and
the increasing pressure on the outer side of the perforations
decreases the mass flow through them. The effect of
pressure on the mass flow may be verified by the appendix
of reference 2.

The reduced mass-flow spillage means that there must be
an increase in the mass flow through the throat, but this is
impossible without shock motion since the throat is choked
at the original shock conditions. The shock must then
move forward seeking to find anothm equilibrium condition
matching the flow through the perturbed shock with the
perturbed flow through the throat and perturbed spillage.
As the shock moves upstream (usually) into regions of higher
lMach number the 10SWS across the shock will increase so
the stability will depend upon whether the spillage flow
can be increased enough to pass the added required mass
flow. The extermd pressure is also increasing as the shock
moves up because of increased shock strength and more
spillage to produce a larger boundary layer with resultant
stronger oblique compression waves.

In this case the stability of the inlet would then lingo on
the perturbed relationship of mass flow through the throat
and perforations and still be divorced horn steady-state
combustion-chamber pressures. The remainder of the
buzzing cycle would follow and depend on reflections from
the exit nozzle.

Discussion of Fern-Nucci vortex-sheet theory,-Tho sta-
bility theory (ref. 4) baaed on a vortex sheet impinging on
the cowling lip was found to be valid for the 44.2° con&ura-
tions. Since the conical shock intersected the cowling lip,
the vortex sheet struck the lip as soon as the normal shock
emerged from the cowling and prevented any steady mass-
flow reduction below the maximum attainable for this
cordlgnration. However, for cowling angles of 40.1° and
48.1° there was no vortex sheet approaching tho coding
at the onset of buzzing tind hence this criterion was not
applicable in these cases. The instabili@ of these two
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models arose from separation on the central body at the
foot of the shock. Since the cone surface Mach number was
high (approximately 1.4), the pressure rise across the normal
shock should be appreciable and separation should be ex-
peoted. Thus, the vortex-sheet criterion appears to be
inapplicable for inlets with high Mach numbers on the cone
surface unless the vortax sheet at critical mass flow is quite
near the cowling lip.

Other iuvestigatom have arrived at similar conclusions.
The vortex criteria may also become fallible for inlets having
very low rates of subsonic diflusion after the cowling lip.

Discussion of Sterbentz-Evvard resonator theory.-The
theory of reference 6 is based on an analysis of the oscillation
in the ram jet which considem a resonator mod~ similar to-
thnt which might be obtained from a system composed of-a
mass wit h a weightless spring at each end. The “mass”
is a ‘%lug” of air in which compressibility is neglected and
which is located in the diffusing region of the ram jet. This
slug is assumed to osciUate as a unit parallel to the axis of
the ram jet so that a region of “virtual separation” arises
between the lateral boundaries of this slug and the divwging
surfaces of the diffuser.

One of the “weightless springs” is the remainder of the air
in the ram jet (mainly the air in the combustion chamber)
where compressibility effects give rise to pressure chang%
to provide a force-displacement relationship. The preestie
changes are assumed to result from the variation in the
amount, of air present in the combustion chamber as the flow
of air ent ering from the difEuser and that leaving the choked-
cmittnozzle vary with time. The inertia of the air in the
combustion chamber is neglected. The assumption is also
made that the presmre in the combustion chamber may be
considered constant throughout at any in$tant.

The other weightle= spring is the dernal shock pattern
which gives rise to pressure chang~. werting a force on the
upstream end of the slug. This spring has a spring constant
that may be either positive or negative. It is assumed that
total pressure, in lieu of static pressure, at the inlet produces
accelerating forces. Furthermore, the variation of this
total pressure from a mean value is assumed to be given by
the product of the variation of the subsonic diifuser exit-mass
flow from a mean value and of the mean slope of the curve
for subsonicdiffuser-axit tctal pressure against difFuser-
e.ut mas9 flow. In other words, it is assumed that the
dynamic performance of the supersonic diffuser is equivalent
to the mean (that is, quasi static) performance of the super-
sonic and subsonic difluser combination.

The assumptions of constant density throughout the slug
and constant pr-ure at any instant in the combustion
chamber is equivalent to assuming that the wave length of
the highest frequency component of the oscillation is much
larger than the length of the ram jet. If the high-frequency
components are to be ignored and only fundanent d vibra~
tions considered then the ram jet vust have a length neglig-
ible compared to the fundamental wave length.

Since reference 5 h~. proven that quasi plane wave,s
govern the buzzing cycle,, it @.1 be advantageous to attempt
a correlation between these waves and the resonator model.
The downstream spring is an approximation for the effect
of the moving plane waves including those reflected from the

choked tit nozzle. The upstream spring then should be
chosen as an approximation for the effect at tho cowling
of the waves traveling upstream as well as reflecting from
the shock system and boundary layer at the cowling. How-
ever, by aemuning the upstream “spring constant” to bc
given by mean values of the slope of the total pressure
against the mass-flow curve measured at tho subsonic
diffuser exit, the approximation becomes dubious.

The oscillating slug of air in the ditluser neck is used to
approximate the fluid in the ram jet which has the highest
velocity perturbations. The plane-wave theory shows thmt
the assumption of a choked nozzle results in the ram jot’s
acting much the same as an organ pipe closed (in regard to
perturbations) at the exit so that the velocity perturbations
are highest near the entrance. However, when tl.m combus-
tion chamber is much longer than the diffuser, the momon-
tum perturbation in the combustion chamber cannot bo
neglected.

NTOWif the frequency of oscillation is low and of n simplo
harmonic type without higher frequency components so thnt
the wave length of the oscillation is much larger tlmn tho
length of the ram jet, then the relative pressure distribution
along the ram jet at a particular instant of time, obtoincxl
by quasi-plane-wave theory, may be crudely appro.ximatccl
by the resonator model. Thus, under these conditions,
the resonator model might be expected to give frequencies
of the correct order of magnitude.

However, this resonator model would still be inapplicnblc
for the determination of the correct stability paranmtw-s.
The reason for the possible usefulness on one hand for
frequency computations and the unsuitability for stability
computations on the other hand lies in the importance of
time effects and local flow conditions on stability.

It has been shown previously that the flow pmturbntions
at the start of buzz originate at the inlet and grow to M
appreciable size relative to their ultirnat e magnitude lmforo
the waves generated by the start of the growth can travel
downstream to the combustion chamber. If waves tmvoling

,downstream with a speed equal to the sum of the sonic and
the fluid speeds reach the combustion chamber only oftor
such an appreciable growth, then it is obvious that any
entropy &continuities, which move with the speed of iho
fluid and which arise from the shock motion or boundnqv-
layer variations at the cowling, must arrive nt the combustion
chamber at an even later time. Thus the springs of the
resonator model, which approximate (for frequency purposes)
the effect over a complete low frequency cycle of the waves
in the ram jet, are not applicable at the start of buzz sinco
the upstream waves are not present in the actual physicrd
phenomenon.

If one were to set up a mass and spring model for $tability
purposes as an analogy to the stability criteria proposed in
an earlier section of this report, the mass would be the slug
of air between the normal shock and the boundary Ioyer
or entropy disturbance near the cowling inlet which gives
rise to the upstream moving compression wmvcs. Tho
upstream spring would exert a force related to tho instan-
taneous value of pressure recovery and mass flow through
the shock and cowling system. There would be no down-
stream ,epring for stability determination since, as proved

-r,
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previously, the initial motion of the slug would be unaffected
by reflections from the rear of the ram jet. However,
instead of the downstream spring acting on the rearward
surface of the slug, there would be a forcing function repre-
smting the waves generated by the boundary-layer disturb-
ance. “ The initial motion (stability) of the slug would
then depend upon the relat~on between the forces exerted
by tho upstream spring and forcing function, where the
forcing function is also affected by feedback of a magnitude
dependent on the slug position. In this analogy the feed-
back forces represent the additional waves generated owing
to changes of entropy, effective flow area, and spillage
at the cowling inlet as the shock is displaced from its original
position. The stable case would then occur when a random
force arising at the rear face of the slug would move the slug
only slightly before the spring ahead could stop the motion.
The converse would then be true for cases of instability in
which case the slug would continue to move outward until
stopped by removal of the forcing function or (if enough
time has elapsed in the equivalent ram jet to permit reelec-
tions from the exit nozzle) the application of another restoring
force to the rear face.

The various assumptions employed in the resonator theory
of reference 6 should also be weighed closely. The very
critical assumption that the pressure OD the upstream face of
the slug can be given by a mean relation between total
pressure recovery and mass flow at the diffuser exit is par-
ticularly susceptible to doubt. First there is the question of
the indeterminacy of the slope of pressure recovery plotted
agniust mass flow for inlets, operating with the conical shock
at the lip of the cowling, which have no reduction in ma&
flOW without buzzing. The slope of the curve is then
discontinuous at the start of buzz (see @. 7). Then thare
also arises the question of the relationship of static to dy-
nmnic properties. For example, if the shock velocity maybe
considered slow, the mass flow entering the cowling would be
the same for cases similar to those shown in figures 22(a)
and (b) and figures 22(c) and (d) where the shock pattern is
quite similar except for the bifurcation at its foot. How-
ever, the similarity of pressure recovery in the combustion
chamber could be markedly affected by the varying degrees
of separation at the foot of the shock even though the mass
flow ma the same. If the shock veloci@ may not be con-
sidered slow, then there immediately arises a discrepancy in
the assumption since the pressure recovery is different across
advancing and retreating shocks when the mass flow behind
them is the same. ID addition, the assumption that the
instantaneous static pressure at the inlet may be approxi-
mated by the quasi-steady total pressure at the diffuser exit
not only ignores compressibility at the inlet (where the Mach
number is high) but also disregards possible strong changes
in the performance of the subsonic diffuser as the shock moves
outward (usually) accompanied by separation either on the
cowling or center-body surface.

Finally, there is the question whether it is correct to use
mean values to describe quasisteady-flow conditions for
part of n cycle when there is never any possibility of equi-
librium between the different parts of the flow. 11 other
words, if strong waves or disturbances exist at any instant
between the cowling and the subsonic diffuser exit, then the

(

presanre perturbation at the coding cannot correctly be
approximated as the product of the mean slope of the diffuser
exit pressure-recovery mass-flow curve and diiluser e.ut
mass-flow deviation from the mean. For cmmple, for the
configuration of figures 9 and 10 of reference 5 from the
instant the fit cycle of buzzing begins (with the normal
shock at the cowling inlet) the conditions just behind the
shock never reach an equilibrium with those at the inlet
until the shock finally halts its motion and remains steady
two-thirds of the way out on the spike. In other words the

aforementioned equilibrium is never attained so that the
quasi-steady state never exists with the shock a quarter of
the way out, half the way out, and so forth. Yet a mean
value as employed in reference 6 presum~ that the flow is in
equilibrium as it passes outward along the spike and that
possible steady flows exist a quarter of the way out, half the
way out, and so forth.

The neglect of the velocity perturbations in the com-
bustion volume, when the combustion chamber is long
relative to the diffuser length, must also be considered since
the ratio of the combustion chamber area to shqg cross-
sectional area is usually between three and four. Thus
neglecting these combustion-chamber perturbations relative
to those in the slug roughly assumes that one-third or one-
fourth is negligible compared to unity.

The wave length of the oscillation and its higher frequency
harmonics in relation to the dimensions of the model must
also be examined. For emmple, for the higher frequency
oscillations of references 6, 7, and a British paper by C. F.
Griggs and E. L. Goldsmith (not generally available), the
wave length of the basic oscillations are only five to six times
the length of the model (i. e., an equivalent n between 2.5

and 3) so that the constant pressure and density awunptions
become inaccurate.

It should be noted that the resonator theory cannot
possibly be applied to the very high frequency buzzing
discussed in a previous section of this report and in the
British paper. The wave length of the high-frequency
oscillation in the latter paper, where the L/D ratios of the
models were approximately 3 to 3~, was only twice that of
the model. The highest frequency oscillation of configura-
tion 1.278–14.91-40.1° had a wave length of less than half
the model length. Furthermore, the resonator theory of
reference 6 cannot account for an abrupt change in frequency
of any significant magnitude with no significant change in
valve position, mas9 flow, or pressure recovery.

Experimental data are compared with the resonator
theory in references 6 and 7 as well as in the British paper.
The experimental frequencies agree in regard to trend and
order of magnitude. The arbitrary value of the geometric
parameter denoting the end of the oscillating slug was chosen
by Griggs and Goldsmith to give a minimum resonator
frequency; yet the experimental values were always lower
than the resonator frequency (except for the very high
frequency cases) and errors ranged up to 50 percent of the
experimental frequency. It should be noted that when the
wave length of the oscillation was about five or six times as
great as the ram-jet length, Griggs and Goldsmith reported
theoretical frequencies consistently higher than experimental
values whereas references 6 and 7 found theoretical fre-
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quencies to be lower than experiment. Since a linearized
theory, when stretched to the limits of its appfimbility,
usually gives results consistently on one side of experimerital
data this irregular behavior is at present unexplainable. -

The comparison between the slope of the diffuser pressure
recovery against mass-flow curve at start of buzz predicted
by the resonator theory and the experimental values of
reference 6 and othem is not conclusive. Griggs and Gold-
smith state the magnitude of the slope to be so small for the
models tested that the criterion of a positive slope appeam to
be sufficient for instability. The data of reference 6 indicate
buzzing to occur with a positive slope, but the magnitude of
the experimental slope sometimes exceeds and at other times
is not as large as the theoretical slope.

It should be noted that there are major differences between
the instantaneous relationship involving total pressure and
mass flow at the cowling which was employed as a stability
criterion in a previous section and the mean relationship
obtained from the resonator theory of reference 6. First, the
mean relationship is concerned with the whole-ram-jet
geometry while the instantaneous one is Ccncemed only with
conditions local to the cowling. Secondly, changes in the
combustion-chamber total pressure are the result of buzzing
while the instantaneous variation at the cowling is a requisite
condition for instability. The separation throttling and
reduced mass flow generate expansion waves moving down-
stream into the combustion chamber which reduce the total
pressure, rmd of course these waves are later followed by
fluid of higher entropy. The fact that buzzing occurs only
with a positive slope of the mean total-pressure against mean
mass-flow curve has been explained in a previous section as
resulting from a cyclic integration of the eifect of the waves
and entropy increase.

The amplitude computations of reference 7 are based on
the same model as the frequency computations with the
exception that the upstream spring constant may be non-
linear nnd is determined as the slope of an assumed steady
flow relation between diffuser pressure recovery and mass
flow. Thus these computations might be expected to also
yield results showing the general trends and orders of
magnitude. It has been stated previously in this report that
the quasi-plane-wave solution for certain frequencies might
be approximated by constant pressure in the combustion
chamber at any instant of time. However, there is a varia-
tion in amplitude along this chamber which can be significant
for amplitude considerations at higher frequencies. An
emnnination of the experimental data of figure 4 of reference
7 reveals several facts pertinent to this argument. First
the higher frequencies of each of the long and short models
are inversely proportional to the model lengths, which sub-
stantiates the fact that quasi plane waves govern the osciUa-
tion. The wave length of the particular oscillation is about
5X times the length of the particular ram jet (n=2.9).
Now the experimental amplitudes were measured at diilerent

values of ~ (x/L=o.8 for small models, z/L= 0.5 for large)

and consequently since quasi-plane-wave theory predicts
and experiments show amplitude increasing with z/L it is
to be expected that the measured amplitudes would be
higher for the shorter model. If the gages had been located

at the same value of z/L the amplitudes could be mmrly
equal The result obtained by the resonator method which
predicts higher amplitudes for the shorter model may bo
interpreted to reflect the fact that the longer-combustion-
chamber length relative to total length of the larger volume
ram jet yields an average pressure amplitude over that
length which is less than the average pressure amplitude
over the shorter relative length of the small-volume ram
jet (since these lengths are taken from the exit of the ram
jet and local amplitude increasea as the exit is approached).

In conclusion it may be stated that the model assumed
in the resonator analysis of references 6 and 7 may be
considered a rough approximation to the actual phenomena
w-hen applied for purposes of obtaining the general trends
and orders of magnitude of frequency and amplitude of
oscillation providing the wave length of the highest frequency
component of the oscillation be much larger than the length
of the ram jet. The resonator analysis is not applicable
when considering the initial instability of the inlet without
combustion and should not be so applied to obtain such
stability criteria.

COMPAIUEON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE
AMPLWODm AND MASS FLOW

The theoretical approximation to determine pressure
amplitude variation with mass flow waa applied with the
assumption that the shape of the pressure-time curve at
z/L= 1 be either sinusoidal or sawtooth with equal timo
intervals between peaks and valleys. The sinusoidal form
is often found experimentally for the lower amplitude. As
the buzzing becomes more violent, the general form of tho
pressure-time curve usually becomes more highly peaked so
that a sawtooth curve more nearly approximates the actual
curve. Of ccurse, the experimental pressure records at
higher amplitudes are usually made up of many superimposed
waves, but these pressure variations also can be approxinmtod
by adding simple curves. For example, figure 23 compares
the pressure-time curve obtained experimentally for con-
figuration 1.278–14.9148.1° with the one obtained by
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adding a sinusoidal curve with n= 1 to a sawtooth curve
with rm equivalent n=3 and amplitude about four times
that of the sinusoidal curve (that is, a sawtooth curve
which has a frequency one-third that of the sinusoidal
curve). The small-perturbation-pressure-amplitude theory
permits the addition of such pubes since the governing
ditlerential equation (eq. (8)) is linear, but it cannot predict
the relative amplitudes of the waves having different fre-
quencies without making some assumption regarding how
much of the decrement in maas flow is due to each particular
wave. Then a further assumption would be necessary
regarding the phase relationship of the waves in order to
obtain net peak values. Since there is no simple way of
estimating these factors, they are ignored and the ampli-
tudes computed as if the whole pressure and maas-flow
variation were due to the lower frequency (higher value of n)
oscillation. Note that the n=l oscillation has a very small
amplitude near the midpoint of the ram jet (see gage 3
at x/L= 0.002 of fig. 23), which approaches zero aa x/~1/2
and mb+’f).

The variation of pressure amplitude coefficient with axial
position along the ram jet for a value of Lf~=O.14 is shown
in figure 24 for both the sine curve and sawtooth curve.
The sawtooth curve predicts amplitudes from O to 20 percent
higher, other conditions being equal.

The variation of total amplitude coefficient with incipient
Mach number is shown in figure 25 for various values of n at
x/L= O.838, Since the experiumntal effective incipient
Mach number for all configurations teeted was close to
.M~=O.14, this value was used as a basis to compare the

AXid p“lion, x/.L

~IQ~B %! .—variation of pressure amplitude coefficient with atial

position for Mb=O.14.

lnc@enl Mach number, Mb

~IQIJZD 25.—Variation of presure amplitude ooeffiaient with Mach
number at start of buzz for z/~.8.36.

theoretical and experimental trends of amplitude shown
plotted against maae flow in figures 26 and 27. The theo-
retical curves are drawn for z/L= 0.838; whereas the experi-
mental points include values at x/L= O.838 and x/L=o.919
(gages 4 with L/D= 14.91 and 29.82). However, from
&me 24, it maybe seen that there is only a slight difference
in the predicted amplitude at the two stations. Reference
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5 states that for buzzing other than the very high frequency
type there is a minimum of two complete wave traversals
per cycle (n must be equal to or greater than 2) and the
pressure records -of the present tests showed most of the
runs to have frequencies corresponding to values of n between
2 and 3. Consequently, only the corresponding theoretical
curves me shown for n equal to 2 and 3. The general
agreement for the lower amplitudes tends to substantiate
the theory and the assumptions involved, while the agree-
ment at the higher amplitudes is only a coincidence and must
not be construed to mean the theory is applicable to large
amplitudes.

The experimental results indicate” that the supersonic
dtiser con.i@rations, when used in conj~ction with the
same subsonic diiluser, yield similar cur’ves of amplitude
plotted against mass-flow decrement. The value of ikfb, how-
ever, may oft en depend largely on the supemonic configur-
ation.

A simplified method for predicting the mass-flow reduc-
tion below the value at start of buzz without exceeding a
given small pressure amplitude may be obtained from the
linearized theory. Since n usually decrea.w (frequency in-
creases) as the mass flow is reduced (see refs. 5 and 6) for a
given configuration, the value of n may be assumed to be 4
or greater at the start of buzz. Higher values of n will
yield lower permissible mass-flow reductions for a given am-
plitude. In other words, the “factor of safety” of the pre-
diction increases as the chosen value of n increasw. Then
employing values of m~ and LL assumed from geometry of
the ram jet or experimentally determined, the permissible
reduction in mass flow for a given small amplitude of pres-
sure pulsation may be obtained from equations (28), (29),
and (30) .

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis based on a quasi-one4imensional-flow model
has been made of the flow in a ram jet with supersonic
diffuser. The results indicate the following conclusions:

1. From a theory developed on a quasi-on~ensional-
flow basis, it was found that the stability of the ram jet is
dependent upon the instantaneous values of mass flow and
total press~e recovery of the supersonic diffuser and im-
mediate neighboring subsonic difluser. Conditions for
stable and unstable flow were present ed.

2. The model assumed in the resonator analysis of NACA
TN 3506 may be considered a rough approximation to the
actual phenomena when applied for purposes of obtaining
the general trends and orders of magnitude of frequency and
amplitude of oscillation providing the wave length of the
highest frequency component of the oscillation be much
larger than the length of the ram jet. The resonator analysis
is not applicable when considering the initial instability of
the inlet without combustion and should not be so applied to
obtain such stability criteria.

3. A simple theory for predicting the approximate ampli-
tude of small pressure pulsation in terms of mass-flow decre-
ment from minimum-table mass flow was developed and
found to agree with experiments.

In addition to the theoretical results, cold-flow tests at n
lMach number of 1.94 of ram-jet models having scale. factola
of 3.15:1 and Reynolds number ratios of 4.75:1 with smwrrd
supersonic diffuser configurations indicated the following
results:

1. The predominant variation in stmdy-flow performcmco
resulted from the larger boundary layer in the combustion
chamber of the low Reynolds number model.

2. The conditions at which buzz originated were nearly
the same for the same supersonic difTuser (cowling-position
angle) configurations in both large and small diameter
modeds. There was no appreciable variation in stabilit}r
limits of any of the models when the combustion-chamber
length was increased by a factor of three. The negligible
effect of Reynolds number on stability of the off-design con-
figurations was not anticipated in view of the importcmco of
boundary layer to stability, and this result should not be
construed to be generally applicable.

3. The unsteady-flow performance and wave patterns were
also similar when considered on a reduced-frequency basis
depending on the relative lengths of the model.

4.’ The velocity profile in the combustion chamber at bot h
Reynolds mnnbers was appreciably influenced by an tmglo
of attack of 0.5°. The external shock pattern was notice-
ably tiect ed only for the lower cowling-position angles.
The pressure recovery and m~-flow values at the s~ar~ of
buzz were not noticeably rdlected.
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